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Government is public enemy No. 1,
outraged Americans say

President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden in the Oval Office during the President’s Daily Economic Briefing on July 30, 2009. (Official White
House Photo by Pete Souza) more >

By Jacqueline Klimas  - The Washington Times - Wednesday, August 13, 2014

Americans say government, the economy and immigration are the top three problems facing the country
today, according to a new poll released Wednesday.

The Gallup poll showed that 18 percent of people polled say the government and politicians are the biggest
problem while 14 percent say the economy is the top challenge.

Washington Times

Washington Times' Alex Swoyer sat down with Reason Foundation's Emily Ekins who is the polling director
for a 2014 poll titled, "Millennials: The politically Unclaimed Generation."

Millennials: Don't know the cost, but know what they want
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About 15 percent say immigration is the most important issue, jumping up from just 5 percent in June likely due
to a flood of unaccompanied minors crossing the border this summer.

About 7 percent of people ranked foreign policy the most important problem right now, making it the sixth
biggest concern in August.

That’s up from just 3 percent in July as the U.S. has had to deal with a crisis in Israel and also gets more
involved with missile strikes and humanitarian aid drops in Iraq.

More people also reported a fear of war, with 3 percent saying that’s the top problem, up from just 1 percent a
month ago.

Results come from telephone interviews with more than 1,000 adults across the country between Aug. 7-10.
The margin of error is 4 percent.
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Jacqueline Klimas covers Capitol Hill for The Washington Times. She can be reached at jklimas@washingtontimes.com.
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• Reply •

GeoWashington1787 •  a day ago

Obama is corrupt, reckless and out of control. He has politicized the government for his political agenda.
We no longer have a government of the people, by the people, and for the people. We have a lawless,
radical socialist who is hijacking the government to create a welfare state and destroy the middle class.
Obama is clearly a threat to our welfare and our national security. I use to think he was just painfully stupid
but now I believe he is malevolent toward the USA.

  94    

chuckinva  •  a day ago> GeoWashington1787

GW you are spot on regarding Obama's malevolence toward our country, but no one man could
possibly reek the havoc that he has acting alone. First of all, he would have to work at it full time and
we know that he doesn't like to work that hard. He has put into place, through those that are pulling
the strings, a host of like-minded idiots with an ax to grind. Herr Holder is a perfect example. We use
to view the FBI as the "Untouchables" but now that title goes to African-American politicians in the
Obama administration. If you criticize their actions you must be a racist. Jeh Johnson is another.
What is happening on our Southern border is a crime. As the crime grows larger, Obama appoints
Jeh Johnson to finish the job, but don't you dare criticize Johnson.
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• Reply •

It took less time for Obama to respond to the tragic shooting of a black teenager in MO than it did to
condemn Russia for shooting down a passenger jet. We are being divided by race, religion and
sexual preference by the miscreant in the White House. We should bear this in mind in November
and remove the Democrat majority in the Senate.

  46    

• Reply •

MsLiberty  •  a day ago> chuckinva

Eric Holder is again back at it leading an investigation and fanning the racial flames into the
shooting of the black teenager in MO. More racial division and more riots and protests are
coming.

  26    

• Reply •

fastboat  •  a day ago> MsLiberty

Whenever a black youngster is shot by the police, whether while committing a crime or
not, the entire black community in the immediate area are up in arms. Some are out
protesting, others are out shopping like it was the day after Thanksgiving except now
the price is "FREE"

Yet nothing is said, nothing, about the dozens of black youth that are killed in Chicago
every month by each other. What a bunch of hypocrites.

  23    

• Reply •

ronnor  •  a day ago> fastboat

Eric Holder sends a demagogue like Sharpton to quell a riot, Rev. Al Sharpton
the FBI informant and incendiary that caused the deaths of Jews in New York
during a riot that he formulated and caused? Sharpton of the Twanny Brawley
fame, the inciter, the perjurer is sent to quell a riot by the Obama Regime, how
funny. 13% of the population commits 65% of all murders and 70% of felonious
assaults, robberies and rapes, how do you suppress the lawless when they riot
if they are racially privileged by the ObamaRegime?

  14    

• Reply •

Ganglion1638  •  a day ago> MsLiberty

18 year's old is no longer a teenager, stop propagating something that doesn't exist

  7    
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• Reply •

Garrison  •  19 hours ago> Ganglion1638

Let me paraphrase:
EighTEEN is not a teen.

Yeesh, what a maroon...

    

• Reply •

disqus_Hk6bAV5M1R  •  18 hours ago> Garrison

18 you are an adult in America......You are the maroon.

  3    

• Reply •

Garrison  •  17 hours ago> disqus_Hk6bAV5M1R

18 is a teen.
That is a fact.
Period.
Can you count?

    

• Reply •

dynecmiserg  •  a day ago> MsLiberty

Righties would be all over the police if the teenager was white.

    

• Reply •

Stephanie  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

Where is the outrage from Holder with the knockout game...that really isn't a
game it's racial profiling and targeting of whites!

  29    

• Reply •

El Maestro  •  a day ago> Stephanie

The "knock-out game" is not the global phenomenon that the right-wing wants it
to be. Conservatives want to keep mentioning these isolated incidents in order
to fan the flames of racist hate so they can keep dividing the nation.
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• Reply •

oldlady  •  a day ago> El Maestro

Left wing propaganda and you know it. lie

  12    

• Reply •

R8rsfanjeff  •  a day ago> El Maestro

Just like Lefties want to keep mentioning the statistically extremely rare White-
on-Black killing to fan the flames of racist hate, correct?

  12    

• Reply •

Dave7inVA  •  a day ago> El Maestro

internet troll alert!

  6    

• Reply •

Tony Viscardi  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

What a stupid comment. When was the last time white people looted and
rioted because a white kid was shot by police? These people came to their
desired conclusion before the investigation even started and most could care
less about the kid shot. They looked at it as an opportunity to STEAL and
nothing more. Fatherless homes create this mindset.

  13    

• Reply •

aussiegirlMI  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

Dude, do your research there have been a large amount of black on white
crimes which btw never make it into the lamestream media. Gosh you are the
real racist aren't you?

  12    

• Reply •

john  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

You are a Racist

  11    
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• Reply •

J. C. Smith  •  a day ago> john

Acrtually he's a troll. Best to ignore them.

  8    

• Reply •

James Cole  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

It's hilarious how the progressive lefty occasionally sticks his head out from his
mousehole, makes an utterance and then goes back in. He does exactly as
he's been taught. Does anyone really think it means anything other than this is
a progressive leftist hiding in his mousehole? Proceed accordingly.

  9    

• Reply •

jmb53  •  21 hours ago> dynecmiserg

Are you stupid or are you just pretending to be stupid! If you haven't noticed it's
open season on white people under obama and holder. black on white crime
never gets jack from holder!

  7    

• Reply •

oldlady  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

When the teenager is white, it doesn't even make the news, dumbo.

  6    

• Reply •

boa1956  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

BS

  4    

• Reply •

LastBornNormal  •  a day ago> dynecmiserg

Really? Care to cite examples.

Tick-Tock Tick-Tock

  3    
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• Reply •

exSSNcrew  •  21 hours ago> dynecmiserg

No, we'd be wondering what the fool had done to get himself shot.

  1    

• Reply •

None None  •  21 hours ago> dynecmiserg

let us know when that happens so we can riot

  1    

• Reply •

DOCWRIGHT  •  14 hours ago> dynecmiserg

Not so much.

    

• Reply •

oldlady  •  a day ago> chuckinva

let's be honest, it is all blacks rioting because one black thug was shot in the line of duty after
he attacked a police officer. These blacks whine and moan how justice is not given to them.
These people that riot and loot want justice? Justice would be that the armed store owners
shoot them like mad dogs in the street. Then they complain that police give more attention to
white neighborhoods and they are not getting protection they deserve. Then the police do
their job and instead of saying thanks for getting another thug off the streets and their
neighborhood, they riot even before any investigation has been completed. They are scum in
my view and the law abiding blacks in those neighborhoods have my sympathy. They get
tarred with the worst of their people and don't deserve it. So much black on black crime and
outrage happens when a thug gets his due?

  6    

• Reply •

None None  •  21 hours ago> oldlady

And they wonder why their neighborhoods become slums when no business wants to
locate there? If I were the police in this area I would take my sweet time responding to
any calls for help or assistance and maybe even get lost or stuck in traffic.

  2    

jmb53  •  a day ago> chuckinva
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• Reply •

Still no comment from obama concerning the fate of a "white" decorated marine hero sitting in
a mexican jail !!!

  5    

Glen Corona  •  20 hours ago> chuckinva

There`s been a wide spread conspiracy in the entire O`Whacko Administration with O`Bozo
placing Cronies in key positions within the Government including the Military and too obvious
for anyone not to notice. except for the indulging perpetrators themselves
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